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I. Introduction

This report describesthe activities of the Heavy Ion Physics Group at the University
of California, Riverside from October 1, 1990 to September 30, 1991. During this period,
our program focuses on particle production at AGS energies, and correlation studies at
the Bevalacinnucleusnucleuscentralcollisions.We participatedinthe preparation
oflettersofintentfortwo RHIC experiments- theOASIS proposaland theDi-Muon

proposal-and workedon two RHIC R&D efforts-a siliconstripdetectorprojectand a
muon.identifierproject.A smallfractionoftimewas alsodevotedtophysicsprograms
outside the realm of ::_eavyion reactions by several individuals.

II. Heavy-ion Collisions Study at AGS energies

We have started on the second phase of the particle production study with heavy
ion collisions at the AGS. The E802 collaboration completed its final run in 1989, and is
continuing works on several data analyses, including the intermittency study carried out
at Riverside. In this period, the E859 has its first long production run, collecting data
for particle correlation study, strange particle production, and high momentum trans-
fer phenomenon, with the full implementation of a second level particle identification
trigger. We are also planning a silicon strip detector for the approved E866 gold beam
experiment.

A. E802 Particle Production

The Riverside Group has been a part of the BNL E802 collaboration since 1986. This

is the first major experiment utilizing the 14.5 GeV/c heavy ion beam at the AGS. Its

goal is to study particle production in nucleus nucleus central collisions. The apparatus
consists of a rarge aperture magnetic spectrometer, with segmented Cherenkov counters,
scintillation counter arrays, time projection chamber and wire chamber for tracking and
particle identification; a smaller aperture gas Cherenkov system tuned to identify" higher
momentum particles; a lead glass array to measure total neutral energy; a streamer tube
array to determine total multiplicity and measure pseudorapidity of emerging particles;
and a small total absorption sampling calorimeter to measure the total kinetic energy of
the projectiic fragments at small forward angles. The data collection was completed in
1989, and investigations on many aspects of partic:e production are being carried out.

(1) Intermittency analysis for E802

A large concentration of particles in narrcw rapidity regions was observed in ul-
tra high energy cosmic ray experiment such as JACEE. The concept of intermittency
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was applied to this data analysis to understand the underlying physics of multiparticle
production. Subsequently, this phenomenon was studied in electron-positron collisions,
hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus collisions. However, the interpre-
tation and the cause of interrnittency is far from clear. In the Brookhaven experiment
F_,-802,Target Multiplicity Array (TMA) can measure particle pseudorapidity from -1.2
to 3:1 with almost full azimuthal coverage. An intermittency analysis was carried out
on these data to study short range multiparticle correlations. Factorial moments for the .
central collisions between 1sO projectiles with 14.6 A.GeV/c and targets of Al, Cu arid
Ag have been calculated with bin size up to 6r/ - 0.06. An intermittency behaviour,

.... power-law growth of moments with decreasing bin size, was seen up to 6r/-_'0.1, with
stronger effect in lighter target than heavier target. These preliminary results have been
submitted by J. Kang to the Quark Matter '91 Conference to be held in Gatlinburg,
Tennessee in November. (Appendix A)

(2) Comparison of p+A and Si+Au Collisions

The considerablyenhancedyieldofK +/z"+incentralSi+Au collisions,incomparison
withthatinp+p collisions,isveryintriguing.To studythisphenomenon ingreater
details,datawerecollectedand analyzedforp+Be, p+Au, and Si+Au collisions.

The invariantcrosssectionswith respectto the transversekineticenergyare all

exponentialinform.The inverseslopesaresimilarforproton,"kaonsand pionsinp+A

reactions,_140-160MeV. ForSi+Au, pionshavesimilarslopes,buttheprotonsand the
K + havelargervalues,_200-220MeV at1.2_<y_<1.4.The particleyieldsasfunctionof

rapidityareextractedwiththeassumptionofa singleexponentialfunctionforeachof
theinvariantcrosssectiondistribution•Withinthemeasuredrapidity,theratioofthe

integratedyieldforAu and Be targetsisobtained:1.084-0.03for_r+,1.814-0.18for
K + and 1.954-0.02forproton.Thus,fromBe toAu, thelr+ yieldremainspractically
constantwhilethe K + yieldrisesas stronglyas protons•The K + yieldper nucleon

iorSi+Au isevenhigher.For p+Be, thespectraareratherbroad.For goldtargets,
the peaksshifttowardsand below theparticipantrapidity.This investigationwillbe
expanded to cover a larger rapidity range in E859.

These results were reported at the QM'90 and published in the Physical Review
Letters. (Appendix B and C) The features associated with K+ production - the large
slope parameter, the spectrum shape and magnitude- should present a challenge and
powerful constraint to any proposed theory for nucleus nucleus collisions at AGS energies.

(3) Anti-proton production for Si+A Collisions

The invariant cross section of anti-proton was measured in Si+A collisions, and fitted
to an exponential in transverse mass. The inverse slope parameter was found to be the
smallest in comparison with pion, "kaon and proton, _140 MeV, and similar to that
in pp ax.td pA collisions. This result is not consistent with the hydrodynamic model,
which predicts a similar slope parameter for anti-proton and proton. The ratios of anti-
proton to pion and kaon decrease with increasing target mass. The cause could be due
to the large anti-proton annihilation cross section, the degradation of projectile energies



whiletraversingthe medium. This studyislimitedby statistics; the totalsample
ofanti-protonis,,_1,000.We arecollectinga much largersamplein E859 forfurther
investigation.These resultswerereportedattheQM'90 (AppendixD),and a fullletter
hasbeen acceptedforpublicationinPhysicsLetters.

(4)Tr-correlationinSi+Al and Si+Au collisions

Hanbury-Brown-Twiss(HBT) interferometrytechniquewas appliedtothepionpairs
ofidenticalcharges,both positiveand bothnegative,toextractthe interactionsource

size.The transversesizeiscomparabletotheprojectileradius,4.7fm,forbothtargets.
The "chaoticity"parameter,A, isgreaterthan 0.5.These preliminaryresultswere
reportedattheQM'90. (AppendixE)

B. E859 Particle Production

E859H collaboration extends the investigation of particle production started by E802
towards rarer events associated with high transverse momentum, interactions with small
cross sections such as strange particle and anti-proton production and multi-particle
correlation. The major addition to the E802 apparatus is a second level on-line pro-
grammable trigger for particle identification. The UCR group has been active primarily
in the following areas:

(1) Second Level Particle Identification Trigger

For the second E859 run, a second level trigger associated with the magnetic spec-
trometer is implemented to select specific event topologies. The input from the wire
chambersaswellastimeofflightmoduleswas processedforeachtrack.The resulting
datawerefedintopre-calculatedlook-uptables,storedinfivesetsofMemory Look-up
Units(MLU), toextractthemomentum and themass ofthistrack.Informationfrom

alltracksemergingfrom themagneticspectrometerwas combinedtofrom ,forexam-

ple,K +, //'-/anti-proton,2 Tr,2K-, K+K - triggers.The operationofthistriggeris
programmableatrun time. J.Kang isa member oftheSecondLeveltriggergroup.

He carriedout the simulationofparticletrajectoriesthroughthespectrometersystem
forhitlocationsinwirechambersand timeofflightmodules,developedthecodeto
generatethelook-uptables,and maintaineda setofparticleidentificationtables.The
run was verysuccessful.Forexample,5.3milliontriggerswererecordedforthe2 K +

triggerrun,and closeto20,000good K + pairsisexpectedfrom the 1991Springdata
set.

(2)E859 RuntimeEquipmentStatusMonitor

The E859 programFSCALE was resurrectedby P.Beeryforthespring1991heavy
ionrun atBNL. The new versionoftheprogramunderwentmajorrevisiontoenhance

itsperformanceas a real-timemonitorofthe dataacquisitionhardware,ltprovided



capabilityforremoteobservationofthe currentand pastrun status.Thisallowed
"Experts"includingthosenotatthecountinghousetodeterminewhen a failureoccurred
and tocommence remedialactionsmuch sooner.Beery,withthehelpofJames Chang

and R. Setoadaptedand largelyrewrotesome codewhichmonitorsbeam and trigger
rateson-linefrom scalerscomingfromtheAGS and thedetectorelectronics.FSCALE
was fullyoperationalasintendedinthe1991run.

The currentplansforFSCALE aretofullyimplementthehistogramfeaturewhich
was added on a basiclevelforthelastrun and to improvetheuserinterface.Fault

checking/warningroutineswillalsobe added.

(3)E859 Pass12Data PreprocessingAnalysis

Riversideisinvolvedwiththeprocessingofthe datatakensolarinthetwo runsof
E859. We arerunningthereconstructionroutines(Pass12).Thispassaugmentstheraw

datachamberhitswithtrackingand momentum information.The dataisthenreadyfor
useforsubsequentphysicsanalysis.The collaborationplanstohavethisreconstruction,
and analysisdone intimetopresentresultsattheQuark Matter'91Conference.The

majorityofthework insettingup thereconstructionatUCR hasbeen done by Beery.
The work inrunningthislargeamount ofdatahas been sharedbetweenBeeryand

Seto. Dividingthe loadequallybetweenMIT, Columbia and UCR, each institution
isprocessingi/3 of thedata whichconsumed about 1000 hoursofVAX CPU time.

For thispurposetheUCR heavyiongrouphascommitted3 Gbytesofdiskspaceand
severalVAX 31/76Workstations.Our participationinthiseffortispossiblebecauseof
the largeamount ofdiskspaceand CPU power purchasedrecentlyusingthecampus

fundgrantedtoR. Setoas an initialcomplement.Thismoney isdue toexpireatthe
end ofthisacademicyear.

The dataprocessingset-upwould giveRiversidethecapabilitiestohandlethein-
creaseindataexpectedwiththeupcomingAu-Au E866H BNL runs.

(4)HBT Analysis

We plantolookattwo topicsintheE859 Si+A data.P.Beerywillbe workingon
the2 _rHBT dataanalysisasa functionofrapidity.UCR willconcentrateon thesource

shape analysisby examiningdatatakenwiththe spectrometerlocatedat angles14°,
24°,36° relativetothebeam line.Thiswork hasjustbeen started.

R. Setoplanstoinvestigatesomethingmore speculative.Forthelastfewmonthshe
has lookedatthe K+K - mass distributioninthemass regionofthephimeson,tosee

ifthereinan enhancementinitsproductioncrosssectionasseenby NA38 atCERN.

Thismay be possiblebut itwilldepend criticallyon theefficiencyofthesecondlevel

triggerat5 degreespectrometersetting.

C. E866 Gold Beam Experiment

The booster project at BNL will make available for the first time, very heavy projec-
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tiles (gold) for heavy ion experiments. E866 will use the ES02/E859 detector, upgraded
to handle higher mUltiplicities. It will add a brand new small aperture forward spec-
trometer. The Target Multiplicity Array (TMA) is expected to be hit by 600 particles
in the froward wall; the existing streamer tube granularity is too coarse for this environ-
ment. The UCR group is proposing to build a Silicon Microstrip TMA. The granularity
provided by silicon strip detectors makes the high multiplicities of gold-gold collisions
measurable. Occupancy rates of 10% for each microstrip are possible for a reasonable
cost. Electronic costs per channel are small because of the availability of integrated
chips incorporating large nambers of channels, typically 100 per chip. Many of these
chips include a zero-suppression feature which greatly helps in reducing the readout time
and the amount of data collected from the device. The initial proposal for this detector
has been primarily the work of Seto and Beery. Monte-Carlo calculations have been
done to select the best geometry and to look at questions of rapidity coverage, and the
response of the detector to various particle types. Further work to be clone in the near
future will include the study of delta ray contamination, possible background caused by
multiple scattering of particles into the main spectrometer, and the timing for electronic
read-out.

Much of the purchasing of equipment has been done in the last few months. Since
very little was available at UCR in the way of oscilloscopes and fast electronics, this ali
had to be purchased using the initial complement money of R. Seto. Further purchases
of phototubes, power supplies and additional electronic equipment are still necessary. A
first sample detector has just arrived at UCR from SI, a Norwegian company. Within
the next two months the design of the first serious prototype will be finished and we will
be soliciting bids from various companies. In the next two months the collaboration will
be deciding whether or not to officially pursue this project. If the response is positive
we anticipate help from a group from BNL and the electronics group at Nevis. We
have already received assistance from the Silicon Detector group here at U CR which
is involved in SSC development work, as well as the construction of a silicon vertex
detector at DO. This work also serves to incorporate us into the R&D work for RHIC.
R. Seto had just joined the Silicon effort for the OASIS collaboration (Appendix F),
before the merging of the various RHIC collaborations into one unified effort. We hope
to become part of the Silicon effort in that new collaboration, RE2, when it is formed.
Again, It must be emphasized that this work was possible only because of the campus
funds given to R. Seto as an initial complement. In order to continue this work, money
must be allocated to the group at UCR for permanent equipment in the future by DOE.

D. RHIC Proposals and R&D

Riverside has been actively involved in two letters of intent for future RICH ex-
periments: the OASIS proposal and the di-muon proposal. The former emphasized a
multi-signal approach where many physics parameters will be measured as function of
transverse energy density in different rapidity intervals. The latter concentrated on the
J/¢ production.



J/_b suppression was observed at CERN energies in nucleus nucleus collisions. How-
ever, the results could be explained by many conventional mechanisms other than the

' formation of quark-gluon-plasma. To resolve this question, it is necessary to measure
its production as a function of momentum transfers. A large muon detector to cover a
wide range of transverse momentum was designed for RHIC in the Di-muon proposal. At
UCR tracking simulation codes for the spectrometer of the Dimuon Experiment at RHIC
has been developed by J. Kang using GEANT. Geometries of the toroid magnet and
drift chambers in the barrel and endcaps were implemented. Tracks have been simulated
using the magnetic fields in the proposal to study the behaviour of lower momentum
particles as well as the amount of the vertical focusing (bending in the _imuthal an-
gle). This tracking simulation codes will be essential when full scale track reconstruction
software is to be developed.

1t. Seto has been involved with the OASIS proposal for RHIC. He was on the insti-
tutional board of the group. His main contribution has been to study the possibility
of measuring di-electrons with the OASIS detector, which was done together with an
undergraduate student at UCR, Michael Towne. Di-electrons are interesting for several
reasons in the search for the QGP. First, a measurement of the production of the vector
mesons which decay to e+e - and their relative enhancement as a function of central-
ity, Ps, or beam particle type might be an indication of screening effects or of strange
quark concentration inside the plasma. Secondly, any variation i1_the mass, widths, and
branching ratios might be an indication of a chiral symmetry restoration. Finally, the
di-electron continuum, would be a measure of the virtual direct photon yield, which can
be related to the temperature of the plasma. These calculations were among the driving
forces in the design of the OASIS detector.

At the September BNL PAC meeting, both the OASIS and also the Di-muon pro-
posal were not approved. Collaborators were asked to join a new effort instead, RHIC
Experiment 2 (RE2). The physics emphasis for the first stage was on the photon/lepton
production study. The UCR group is taking an active role in the new collaboration. We
also plan to join the effort to design and build a sili,zon multiplicity detector. 11.Seto is
now a member of the Conceptual Design Group (CDG) for 11E2.

III. Study of particle production at Bevalac energy

A. Pair Correlation Study with HISS

Riverside is undertaking the proton proton correlation analysis using the data of
La+La collisions collected with the HISS at the Bevalac. As we had already studied
the lr- correlations, this would give a unique set of data where both pion and proton
interferometry is studied under the same physics and experimental conditions. James
Chang has calibrated the time-of-flight system and separated the proton from the pion.
G.H. Xu is working on the theoretical predictions. Some preliminary results will be
presented at the Interferometry Workshop held at MSU before the annual Division of
Nuclear Physics Meeting. Another talk of the HISS collaboration will be presented by
W. Christie of LBL on pion correlation in La+La collisions.
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Results on pion correlations in Ar+KC1, Ar+La, and Xe+La collisions at Bevalac
energies were reported at the QM'90 (Appendix G). The rms source sizes are close to
theradiusoftheprojectile.

B. CollectiveFlow StudywithStreamerChamber

To studythepropertiesoftheequationofstate(EOS) ofcompressednuclearmat-
ter,many observablessuch aspionproduction,kaon production,collectivesideward
deflectionofthereactionproductintermsofflowangles,transversemomenta havebeen
proposed.In the past,we haveanalysedour streamerchamber datawiththetrans-

verseflowanalysisproposedby Danielewiczand Odyniec.However,theaccuracyofthis
method dependsheavilyon thedefiniteparticle,identification,and thesmalldispersion
ofthereactionplanewhichisaffectedby trackfindingefilciency.

To overcomethesedif_culties,an azimuthalcorrelationfunctionanalysisisadopted,
We show thatthiscorrelationissensitiveto theparametersofthe equationofstate.
These resultswerepublishedinPhys. Rev. C44 (AppendixH).Similaranalysiscould
be applicabletodatacollectedatAGS energies.

IV. Other Activities

A. BNL Neutrino Oscillation experiment

R. Seto has also spent some time working on the final stages of data analysis and
paper writing for E776, a neutrino oscillation experiment at BNL. Together with a
graduate student at Columbia, new limits were set on muon neutrino oscillations. This

work is now submitted to PRL, and was recently presented at the Washington meeting
of the APS and at the Intersections Conference in Tucson. A paper on the Flash ADC
system has been completed and published in the past year. Several other papers are in
progress.

B. E735 HBT Analysis

Over the last year work has continued on the HBT analysis of the Fermilab E735
experiment's final data sample. The source size and shape have been examined as a
function of charged multiplicity per unit of pseudorapidity _ and transverse momentumd_

Pr of the pion pair. This data was taken with the Fermilab PP collider with center of

mass energy v/_ -- 1.8 TeV. Future plans include the completion of this analysis and
direct comparison with the E859 results. Every effort will be made to make the analysis
of the E859 and E735 data samples substantially identical in order to facilitate this
comparison.

C. Double beta decay experiment at Idaho

This experimenthad been buildingmore detectorsto increasethe number ofits
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lithium-drifted silicon detectors four times over the previous experiment for last few years
and developed new technique to make cleaner molybdenum sources. Better sensitivities
in the measurements of the half-life time of molybdenum beta decay with two neutrinos
and no-neutrino will be pos_,ible by taking data with the expanded detectors and the
cleaner sources. New data taking started this spring and I spent few weeks at Idaho
early this summer to help data taking and plan to make another trip near the end of
this year for the same purpose.

V. Summary and Outlook

We have applied the intermittency analysis to the E802 oxygen data. The prelim-
inary results proved this feasible, and we shall continue to investigate in depth this
phenomenon at AGS energies.

, The data processing system for the reconstruction of tracks has been established at
Riverside. A third of the E859 data was processed through locally. This would release
the bottleneck in data processing in the future. We will refine the software components
of the Second Level Particle Identification Trigger, and the remote monitoring package,
FSCALE, for the 1992 Spring run. We will take on the 27r interferometry analysis, as
_¢ellas the study of K+K - resonance formation.

For the forthcoming E866 experiment, we will investigate the feasibility and the
practicality of implementing a silicon microstrip detector to replace the streamer tube
TMA wall. This effort is complementary to the silicon strip detector R&D efforts for
RHIC.

We will continue our Bevalac experimental analyses on both the HISS and the
streamer chamber data. We shall have a very productive year.






